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EZSoft makes things particularly
easy for users. The graphical
editor shows the circuit diagram
immediately in the display format
required. Selection menus and
drag & drop functions simplify
circuit diagram creation. Simply
select contacts and coils and
connect with the mouse –
that's it!

In addition to the editing 
functions, the scaled software
packages EZSoftBasic and
EZSoft are available for
straightforward circuit diagram
input. All software includes
user-friendly menus and Help
screens.

EZSoft offers the following 
display formats for viewing,
editing and printing out your
program:

• IEC format, with contact 
and coil symbols using 
international standards

• EZ circuit diagram, same as
what is seen when program-
ming from the EZ front panel

• ANSI format, in compliance
with American standards

EZSoft supports users who are
configuring, programming and
defining parameters for EZ
intelligent relays and creating
visualization functions for EZD
displays. When intelligent relays
are connected to EZ-NET, all
connected devices can be
accessed and their programs
loaded from a single intelligent
relay.

The integrated offline simulation
tool allows users to test the
functionality of the circuit 
diagram before commissioning,
without the need for a con-
nected device. The comment
function for contacts, coils and
function blocks helps provide a
clear overview of the circuit
diagram. A cover sheet with a
customized company logo and
different text fields, as well as
the cross-reference list with
comments, can turn printouts
into the perfect documentation
for applications.

EZ is maintenance-free

The finished program is 
stored in EZ's non-volatile
memory until modified.
Additional auxiliary power or
batteries are not required. The
intelligent relays are entirely
maintenance-free.

Circuit diagrams and parameters
are saved in the event of a
power failure. If a power failure
occurs, the EZ controller
stores switch positions and
values such as operating
hours, meters, counters and
timing relays. When power is
restored the values are
restored. This retentive feature
for the different function
blocks and data is available on
all EZ intelligent relay models.

EZSoft the user-friendly 
circuit diagram editor
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